Year 1
Wednesday 3rd March
Morning Message

Good morning year 1 and welcome back to more home learning! Keep uploading to Seesaw, we
have been LOVING your work!
This is the last week to get your music competition submissions to Miss Webster, either by
emailing her l.webster@arkfranklinprimary.org or by posting on Seesaw!
Don’t forget to attend your class meetings on teams! Your morning briefing is from 09:00-09:20
and your afternoon briefing is from 14:30-14:50. If you don’t have a link, ask your adult to email
info@arkfranklinprimary.org.
Writing
Today you will be creating your problem for our story, Jack and the Beanstalk.
You will be changing the adjectives in your story and the sentence starter.
Click here to watch the video.
Don’t forget to use the writing checklist after you have written your problem.
Challenge: Practice these spellings
heard, appeared, grabbed, raced, back
Reading
Today’s lesson here.
20mins Reading: Watch storybook characters come alive via animation, read along text &
musical effects. It’s the world's first storybook streaming service for kids that makes learning to
read fun! Here Feel free to use Miss Fernandez’s log in details
Email: mjfernandezvilla@gmail.com

Password: YearOne1!

1. Watch the book.
2. Turn the volume down and read the book by yourself.
3. ‘Jumping in’ reading.
Mathematics
Today is maths we are starting a new topic looking at measurement. In today’s lesson we are
estimating, measuring and comparing length and height of objects. We will be using a standard
unit of measure to estimate and carry out measurements of items around our house. This means
that the items you use to measure with must be identical (examples in the video to support).
Watch the link for support and here is your task sheet.
Challenge - Try the challenge cards and test your measuring skills
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PE
Mr Fernandez has set you a series of PE challenges. Here he is to tell you more and here
are your challenges!

KS1 Assembly
Today’s assembly is all about Religious Respect. Watch here
People have many different beliefs and gods that they worship.
They may have different clothes and pray in different
ways in different places but everyone is special!

Question of the day
What is the highest mountain in the world?
What do you think its height is?

Yesterday’s answer: The river Nile is the longest river in the world it is
6,695 km in length.

Weekly Spellings

Your spellings for this week are words with the sound ‘oo’ spelled with the split digraph
‘u-e’.
Practice your read, copy, cover, write for the following spellings this week:

June, rude, tube, flume, huge, rule, use, tune, flute,
plume

